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Hi everyone. My name is Alexey Tsyganko. I am the 
founder of , which has been successfully 
operating and developing since 2014.


As a manufacturer, I will never compromise with quality and 
my desires. Therefore, initially, I developed and 
manufactured stunt armor for myself, and then created a 
company for the production of motorcycle stunt armor.


I am convinced that it is possible to consider motorcycle 
stunt armor as full-fledged, which, up to the smallest 
details, suits exactly the specific model of motorcycle for 
which it was created. And there should be no compromise.


 manufactures parts for motorcycle protection, 
exclusively taking into account the individual 
characteristics of each model of motorcycle. All products 
are tested by professionals and stunt riding champions.


The products made by  are always the top quality, 
fancy design and the highest reliability!
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ADVANTAGES

The accuracy of individual sizes.

All MotoBSK products are made of high strength materials only.

Multi-level quality control of every part.

Testing the effectiveness of the parts protective properties.

Very favorable prices.

High quality service and top reliability.

-  Dimensions of each part are calculated by engineers 
individually for each detail specifically and for a specific model of each motorcycle.


-  Our suppliers of raw 
materials are liable for the quality of it. The materials stated in the product description 
correspond to reality.


-  Before sending, every detail is checked by the 
specialists of the technical control service for full compliance with the dimensions 
declared when ordering, and for accuracy of execution and the absence of visual defects.


-  Each protection element is 
tested. It is installed on the motorcycle of a professional rider and is tested in a real 
aggressive conditions on the stunt field. After passing all tests for compliance, it goes 
into production.


-  Nothing positively affects the price like a lack of intermediaries. 
All the stunt armor made by MotoBSK is developed and manufactured on our own 
production base. By reducing costs in the absence of intermediaries, we guarantee you 
very favorable prices from manufacturer and the top quality products.


-  We pay special attention to a quality of customer 
service and to the type of product packaging. Our specialists are always in touch with you 
on any convenient way: E-mail, text messages, phone calls, contact form. Products are 
packaged with all possible transportation nuances. We work only with trusted and 
reliable international carriers.

Years of successful experience and impeccable 
reputation are the reasons why our clients trust us.
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It is not necessary to create an account on the MotoBSK website to make a purchase. You 
can pay for the order without it.

* Get 2% Daily Cash every time you buy using Apple Pay Service by Apple.

Apple Pay*, Apple Card *, 
PayPal, Master Card, Visa, Discover, American Express, Diners Club and others.
Pay your order on the MotoBSK website using any available way: 

 All prices 
on the website are presented in US dollars. You can use your bank card in your national 
currency, and payment will be converted at the current rate of the payment system.


EMS international courier service

Our sales department and representatives 
are located in Sarasota, FL, USA, and the 
production facilities with the warehouse 
are located in Russia. All orders are 
shipped directly from that warehouse 
worldwide. Delivery is carried out by the 

 using 
expedited express method. On average, 
the package is delivered to the United 
States just in 5 to 15 days. Before sending 
the parcel, customer gets the pictures of 
his order, and, after sending, he receives a 
tracking number for step-by-step tracking 
of cargo movement in the courier service. 
Orders are delivered by courier to the 
customers’ door, at the indicated address.
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Some stunt things or lifehacks from constant falls during training))))


I Installed the stunt pegs made by MotoBSK!!! Pegs are excellent, 
each in its structure is individual and are made for a certain side. The 
area of contact between pegs and metal is large and covers the empty 
cavity of the axis, and goes around the axis nut on the other side. 
Rear pegs are longer than the front ones. The attachment axis does 
not break when the motorcycle falls. Because at the ends of pegs are 
interchangeable sliders, which is very convenient for prolonged use. 
For me, this is quite a practical and convenient option!

Alexander «HULK» Plotnikov


Protection for my Racer Fighter 250 from MotoBSK. Thanks Alexey!! 
I am so happy! ... Thank you very much for your Stunt Armor. It was 
useful. ((The mirrors flew off, the tank rumpled, but the rest is  safe! 
And I'm safe!))



Natali Klokova


Pegs passed their tests on the track. Once again, I am convinced 
that the guys are doing right things.


The stunt armor worked for 100%. I raised the motorcycle and 
continued the competition. As a result, my best time is 1:02:444 
and a third place prize! Sense of stunt armor is to lift a motorcycle 
after a fall and drive to the garage, or to continue the competition.

Alex "MA$IK"
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OUR PRODUCTS

motobsk.comFor the full product line, please visit

STUNT PEGS / STUNT SLIDERS

- Stunt Bar Ends

- Stunt Pegs (Wheel Sliders)

- Stunt Sliders

- Stunt Foot Pegs

ROUND BARS / WHEELIE BARS

RADIATOR FRAMES

STUNT TAILSAVERS

WHEELIE MACHINES

FULL STUNT KITS

STUNT FRAMES

STUNT SUBFRAMES

STUNT CAGES

STUNT SUBCAGES

STUNT STAYS

STUNT SEATS
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You can purchase stunt armor 

for stunt riding by  on 
our website 

support@motobsk.com


321-236-3553


If you have any questions, 
please contact our 

representative at


 

call/text 


